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RETREAT STRIKES
RIGHT BALANCE
DANIELLE GEAGEA HAS BROUGHT TOGETHER CONTEMPORARY
FURNITURE WITH ANTIQUES IN THIS CHARMING INNER-CITY HOME

D

anielle Geagea loves living in the heart of
Perth. Her charming 1920 home, which
she rents with her partner Melissa,
Melissa’s son Lincoln, and their two rescue cats,
is just a stone’s throw from the CBD, between
Northbridge and Hyde Park.
“We like urban living and loved the idea of
being able to pop out for a drink or a bite to eat
or do a grocery run within walking distance,”
explains Danielle, who is the principal of ZSA
ZSA Property.
“There are lovely character houses in the
precinct and also a great sense of community.
It’s an interesting neighbourhood with an
eclectic mix of artistic and professional people.”
The home has character features and a few
quirks, including black and white chequered
tiles at the entrance, high ceilings and ornate
arches. For Danielle, her home is not only a
sanctuary, but also a place of work for her and
Melissa.
“Having a home office means our home is an
activated space during the day, but it transitions
to a place to retreat at the end of the day.
Melissa also has a Pilates studio inside, which is
an unexpected surprise and a nice convenience

to have at home,” she says. The home is styled
with a balanced mix of modern and antique
pieces.
“Our house is styled with a mix of
mid-century furniture, vintage and antique
oriental collectors’ items and some
contemporary pieces, which are sympathetic to
the overall vibe,” she explains.
Danielle’s office is at the front of the home in
two character rooms. On the walls are works by
local Perth photographer Jack Lovel, and in the
corner of one room is an Eames lounge chair
and ottoman.
“I have two Iwanoff photographic prints by
Jack Lovel (Marsala House and Tomich House) in
my office. I have fortunately represented a
number of Iwanoff’s houses for sale, so these
are quite special to me. I have a passion for
architecture and am in awe of Iwanoff’s creative
genius,” she explains. Throughout the home are
timeless pieces by Herman Miller, Knoll, as well
as lamps from local Perth stores Mobilia, Living
Edge and Design Farm. The newest addition to
the living and dining area is a bar trolley that
Danielle bought at a Mobilia and Caesarstone
charity auction for Camp Quality, and is

designed by Perth-based State Of Kin.
“We love the main living area, which gets the
gorgeous afternoon sun. It’s the central hub of
the home and is our main retreat area, music
zone and entertainment space,” she says.
Danielle says they made the most of COVID-19
lockdowns by rekindling their love of vinyl with
a Mofi turntable, which sits on top of an antique
Australian worker’s bench.
“Music forms a central part of our home and
there is generally something playing all day. We
love the ritual of burning some incense and
playing a vinyl or something on Spotify — this
provides a sense of calm or sense of fun, be it
day or night, work or play,” she says.
Scattered on the walls are a number of pieces
by various street artists, including local artist
Daek William and the LA-based Mr Brainwash.
“Ace by Lajos Varga was a recent purchase
and is the start of what will be a collection of
travel and lifestyle photographs in our living
area — as a reminder of the travel we once did
and will hopefully do again soon.”

